
Non equilibrium in statistial and uid mehanis.Ensembles and their equivalene. Entropy driven intermitteny.Giovanni GallavottiFisia, Universit�a di Roma 1P.le Moro 2, 00185 Roma, ItaliaAbstrat:We present a review of the haoti hypothesis and disuss its appliations tointermitteny in statistial mehanis and uid mehanis proposing a quantitative de�-nition. Entropy reation rate is interpreted in terms of ertain intermitteny phenomena.An attempt to a theory of the experiment of Ciliberto{Larohe on the utuation law ispresented.x1. Introdution.A general theory of non equilibrium stationary phenomena extending lassial thermo-dynamis to stationary non equilibria is, perhaps surprisingly, still a major open problemmore than a entury past the work of Boltzmann (and Maxwell, Gibbs,...) whih madethe breakthrough towards an understanding of properties of matter based on mirosopiNewton's equations and the atomi model.In the last thirty years, or so, some progress appears to have been ahieved sine thereognition that non equilibrium statistial mehanis and stationary turbulene in uidsare losely related problems and, in a sense, in spite of the apparently very di�erent natureof the equations desribing them they are essentially the same.The unifying priniple, originally proposed for turbulent motions by Ruelle, [Ru78℄, inthe early 970's, has been extended to statistial mehanis and eventually alled the\haoti hypothesis", [GC95℄:Chaoti hypothesis: Asymptoti motions of a haoti system, be it a multi partile systemof mirosopi partiles or a turbulent marosopi uid, an be regarded as a transitiveAnosov system for the purposes of omputing time averages in stationary states.It may be useful to make a few omments on how this is supposed to be interpreted.The onlusions that we draw here from the haoti hypothesis are summarized in x13whih might be onsulted at this point. For a review on the subjet seen from a di�erentperspetive see [Ru99a℄x2. Meaning of the haoti hypothesis.Anosov systems are well understood dynamial systems: they play a paradigmati rolewith respet to haoti systems parallel to the one harmoni osillators play with respetto orderly motions. They are so simple, and yet very haoti, that their properties arelikely to be the ones everybody develops in thinking about haos, even without havingany familiarity with Anosov systems whih ertainly are not (yet) part of the bakgroundof most ontemporary physiists.11 Informally a map x ! Sx is a Anosov map if at every point x of the bounded phase spae M onean set up a loal system of oordinates with origin at x, ontinuously dependent on x and ovariantunder the ation of S and suh that in this omoving system of oordinates the point x appears asa hyperboli �xed point for S. The orresponding ontinuous time motion, when the evolution isx! Stx; t 2 R, requires that the loal system of oordinates ontains the phase spae veloity _x as oneof the oordinate axes and that the motion transversal to it sees x as a hyperboli �xed point: note thata motion in ontinuous time annot possibly be hyperboli in all diretions and it has to be neutral inthe diretion of _x beause the veloity has to be bounded if M is bounded, while hyperboliity wouldimply exponential growth as either t ! +1 or t ! �1. Furthermore there should be no equilibrium17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 1



In general an Anosov system has asymptoti motions whih approah one out of �nitelymany invariant losed sets C1; : : : ; Cq eah of whih ontains a dense orbit,:one says thatthe systems (Cj ; St) are \transitive". One of them, at least, must be an attrative set.To say that \the asymptoti motions form a transitive Anosov system" means that(1) eah of the sets Cj whih is attrative is a smooth surfae in phase spae and(2) only one of them is attrative:The last \transitivity" assumption is meant to exlude the trivial ase in whih thereare more than one attrative sets and the system de fato onsists of several independentsystems.The smoothness of Cj is a strong assumption that means that one does not regardpossible lak of smoothness, i.e. fratality, as a really relevant property in systems withlarge number of degrees of freedom. In any event one ould onsider (if neessary)replaing \Anosov systems" with some slightly weaker property like \axiom A" systemswhih ould permit more general asymptoti motions. Here we adhere stritly to thehaoti hypothesis in the stated original form, [GC95℄.x3. Basi impliations of the haoti hypothesis and relation with the ergodihypothesis.The haoti hypothesis boldly extends to non equilibrium the ergodi hypothesis: appliedto equilibrium systems, i.e. to systems desribed by Hamiltonian equations, it impliesthe latter, [Ga98℄. This means that if a Hamiltonian system at a given energy is as-sumed to verify the haoti hypothesis, i.e. to be a transitive Anosov system, then forall observables F (i.e. for all smooth funtions F de�ned on phase spae)T�1 Z T0 F (Stx) dt ����!T!1 ZM F (y)�L(dy) (3:1)3:1 where �L is the Liouville distribution on the onstant energy surfae M , and (3.1) holdsfor almost all points x 2M , i.e. for x outside a set N of zero Liouville volume on M .Being very general one annot expet that the haoti hypothesis will solve any speialproblem typial of non equilibrium physis, like \proving" the Fourier's law of heatondution, the Ohm's law of eletri ondution or the K41 theory of homogeneousturbulene.Nevertheless, like the ergodi hypothesis in equilibrium, the haoti hypothesis aom-plishes the remarkable task of giving us the \statistis" of motions. If M is the phasespae, whih we suppose a smooth bounded surfae, and t! Stx is the motion startingat x 2M , the time average:T�1 Z T0 F (Stx) dt ����!T!1 ZM F (y)�SRB(dy) (3:2)3:2 of the observable F exists for x outside a set N of zero phase spae volume and it isx{independent, thus de�ning the probability distribution �SRB via (3.2).Note, in fat, that the probability distribution �SRB de�ned by the l.h.s. of (3.2) isuniquely determined (provided it exists): it is usually alled the \statistis of the motion"or the \SRB distribution" assoiated with the dynamis of the system.To appreiate the above property (existene and uniqueness of the statistis) the fol-lowing onsiderations seem appropriate.points and the periodi points should be dense in phase spae. When the system has one or more(the so alled \hysteresis phenomenon") attrating sets whih do not oupy the whole phase spae thehaoti hypothesis an be interpreted as saying that eah attrating set is a smooth surfae on whihthe time evolution ow (or map) ats as an Anosov ow (map).17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 2



An essential feature, and the main novelty, with respet to equilibrium systems is thatnon onservative fores may at on the system: this is in fat the very de�nition of \nonequilibrium system".Sine non onservative fores perform work it is neessary that on the system at alsoother fores that take energy out of it, at least if we wish that the system reahes astationary state, showing a well de�ned statistis.As a onsequene any model of the system must ontain, besides non onservative foreswhih keep it out of equilibrium by establishing \ows" on it (like a heat ow, a matterow, ...), also dissipative fores preventing the energy to inrease inde�nitely and foringthe motion to visit only a �nite region of phase spae.The dissipation fores, also alled \thermostatting fores", will in general be suh thatthe volume in phase spae is no longer invariant under time evolution. Mathematiallythis means that the divergene ��(x) of the equations of motion will be not zero andits time average RM �(y)�SRB(dy) def= �+ will be positive or zero as it annot be negative(\beause phase spae is supposed bounded": see [Ru96℄).One alls a system \dissipative" if �+ > 0 and we expet this to be the ase as soon asthere are non onservative fores ating on it.We see that if a system is dissipative then its statistis �SRB must be onentrated ona set of zero volume in M : this means that �SRB annot be very simple, and in fat itis somewhat hard to imagine it.If the ating fores depend on a parameter E, \strength of the non onservative fores",and for E = 0 the system is Hamiltonian we have a rather unexpeted situation. AtE = 0 the haoti hypothesis and the weaker ergodi hypothesis imply that the statistis�SRB is equal to the Liouville distribution �L; but if E 6= 0, no matter how small,itwill not be possible to express �SRB via some density �E(y) in the form �SRB(dy) =�E(y)�L(dy), beause �SRB attributes probability 1 to a set N with zero volume in phasespae (i.e. �L(N ) = 0). Nevertheless natura non fait saltus (no disontinuities appearin natural phenomena) so that sets that have probability 1 with respet to �SRB may beall still dense in phase spae, at least for E small. In fat this is a \strutural stability"property for systems whih verify the haoti hypothesis (see [Ga96℄)The above observations show one of the main diÆulties of non equilibrium physis: theunknown �SRB is intrinsially more omplex than a funtion �E(y) and we annot hopeto proeed in the familiar way we might have perhaps expeted from previous experienes:namely to just set up some di�erential equations for the unknown �E(y).Hene it is important that the haoti hypothesis not only guarantees us the existeneof the statistis �SRB but also that it does so in a \onstrutive way" giving at the sametime formal expressions for the distribution �SRB whih should possibly play the samerole as the familiar formal expressions used in equilibrium statistial mehanis in writingexpetations of observables with respet to the miroanonial distribution �L.For ompleteness we write a popular expression for �SRB . If  is a periodi orbit inphase spae, x a point on , T () the period of  thenZ F (y)�SRB(dy) = limT!1P:T ()�T e�R T ()0 �(Stx) dt R T ()0 F (Stx) dtP:T ()�T e�R T ()0 �(Stx) dt T () (3:3)3:3 This is simple in the sense that it does not require, to be formulated, an even slightunderstanding of any of the properties of Anosov or hyperboli dynamial systems. Butin many respets it is not a natural formula: as one an grasp from the fat that itis far from lear that in the equilibrium ases (3.3) is an alternative de�nition of the17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 3



miroanonial ensemble (i.e. of the Liouville distribution �L), in spite of the fat thatin this ase � � 0 and (3.3) beomes slightly simpler.To prove (3.3) one �rst derives alternative and muh more useful expressions for �SRBwhih, however, require a longer disussion to be formulated, see [Ga99a℄, [Ga86℄: theoriginal work is due to Sinai and in ases more general than Anosov systems, to Ruelleand Bowen.x4. What an one expet from the haoti hypothesis?In equilibrium statistial mehanis we know the statistis of the motions, if the ergodihypothesis is taken for granted. However this hardly solves the problems of equilibriumphysis simply beause evaluating the averages is a diÆult task whih is also modeldependent. Nevertheless there are a few general onsequenes that an be drawn fromthe ergodi hypothesis: the simplest (and �rst) is embodied in the \heat theorem" ofBoltzmann.Imagine a system of N partiles in a box of volume V subjet to pair interations and toexternal fores with potential energyWV , due to the walls and providing the on�nementof the partiles to the box. De�neT =average kineti energyU =total energyp =average of �VWV (4:1)4:1 where the averages are taken with respet to the Liouville distribution on the surfae ofenergy U .Imagine varying the parameters on whih the system depends (e.g. the energy U andthe volume V ) so that dU; dV are the orresponding variations of U; V , then(dU + p dV )=T = exat (4:2)4:2 expresses the heat theorem of Boltzmann.It is a onsequene of the ergodiity assumption, but it is not equivalent to it as it onlyinvolves a relation between a few averages (U; p; V; T ), see [Bo66℄, [Bo84℄, [Ga99℄. Notonly it gives us a relation whih is a very familiar property of marosopi systems, butit also suggests us that even if the ergodi hypothesis is not stritly valid some of itsonsequenes might, still, be regarded as orret.The proposal is to regard the haoti hypothesis in the same way: it is possible to imaginethat mathematially speaking the hypothesis is not stritly valid and that, nevertheless,it yields results whih are physially orret for the few marosopi observables in whihone is really interested in.The ergodi hypothesis implies the heat theorem as a general (\somewhat trivial")mehanial identity valid for systems of N partiles with N = 1; 2; : : : ; 1023; : : :. Forsmall N it might perhaps be regarded as a uriosity: suh it must have been onsideredby most readers of the key paper [Bo84℄ who were possibly misled by several exampleswith N = 1 given by Boltzmann in this and other previous papers. Like the example ofthe system onsisting of one \averaged" Saturn ring, i.e. one homogeneous ring of massrotating around Saturn with energy U , kineti energy T and \volume" V (improbablyidenti�ed with the strength of the gravitational attration!). But for N = 1023 it is nolonger a uriosity and it is a fundamental law of thermodynamis in equilibrium: whih,therefore, an be regarded on the same footing of a symmetry being a diret onsequeneof the struture of the equations of motion, [Ga99℄ appendies to Ch.1 and Ch.9. Itreets in marosopi terms a simple mirosopi assumption (i.e. Newton's equationsfor atomi motions, in this ase).17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 4



No new onsequenes of even remotely omparable importane are known to follow fromthe haoti hypothesis besides the fat that it implies the validity of the ergodi hypoth-esis itself (hene of all its onsequenes, �rst of them lassial equilibrium statistialmehanis).Nevertheless the haoti hypothesis does have some rather general onsequenes. Wemention here the utuation theorem. Let �(x) be the phase spae ontration rate and�+ be its SRB average (i.e. �+ = R �(x)�SRB(dx)), let � > 0 and de�nep(x) = ��1 Z �=2��=2 �(Stx)�+ dx (4:3)4:3 and study the utuations of the observable p(x) in the stationary state �SRB . We write�� (p) dp the probability that, in the distribution �SRB , the quantity p(x) has atuallyvalue between p and p+ dp as�� (p) dp = onst e�� (p) �dp (4:4)4:4 Them lim�!1 �� (p) = �(p) exists and is onvex in p; andTheorem: (utuation theorem) Assume the haoti hypothesis and suppose that thedynamis is reversible, i.e. that there is an isometry I of phase spae suh thatISt = S�tI; I2 = 1 (4:5)4:5 and that the attrating set is the full phase spae.2 Then�(�p) = �(p)� �+ p; for all p (4:6)4:6 where �+ = �SRB(�).It should be pointed out that the above relation was �rst disovered in an experiment,see [ECM93℄, where also some theoretial ideas were presented, orretly linking theresult to the SRB distributions theory and to time reversal symmetry. Although suhhints were not followed by what an be onsidered a proof, [CG99℄, still the disoveryhas plaid a major role and greatly stimulated further researh.The interest of (4.6) is that, in general, it is a relation without free parameters. Theabove theorem, proved in [GC95℄ for disrete evolutions (maps) and in [Ge97℄ for on-tinuous time systems (ows), is one among the few general onsequenes of the haotihypothesis, see [Ga96a℄, [Ga96b℄, [Ga99b℄ for others.x5. Non equilibrium ensembles. Thermodynami limits. Equivalene.The haoti hypothesis gives us, unambiguously, the probability distribution �SRB whihhas to be employed to ompute averages of observables in stationary states.For eah value of the parameters on whih the system depends we have, therefore awell de�ned probability distribution �SRB . Calling � = (�1; : : : ; �p) the parametersand �� the orresponding SRB distribution we onsider the olletion E of probability2 It is perhaps important to stress that we distinguish between attrating set and attrator: the �rst is alosed set suh that the motions that start lose enough to it approah it ever loser; an attrator is asubset of an attrating set that(1) has probability 1 with respet to the statistis � of the motions that are attrated by the attratingset (a notion whih makes sense when suh statistis exists, but for a zero volume set of initial data,and is unique) and that(2) has the smallest Hausdor� dimension among suh probability 1 sets. Hene density of an attratingset in phase spae does not mean that the orresponding attrator has dimension equal to that of thephase spae: it ould be substantially lower, see [GC95℄.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 5



distributions �� obtained by letting the parameters � vary. We all suh a olletionan \ensemble".For instane � ould be the average energy U of the system, the average kineti energyT , the volume V , the intensity E of the ating non onservative fores, etNon equilibrium thermodynamis an be de�ned as the set of relations that the vari-ations of the parameters � and of other average quantities are onstrained to obey assome of them are varied. In equilibrium the heat theorem is an example of suh relations.In reversible non equilibria the utuation theorem (4.6) is an example.In non equilibrium systems the equations of motion play a muh more prominent rolethan in equilibrium: in fat one of the main properties of equilibrium statistial mehanisis that dynamis enters only marginally in the de�nition of the statistial distributionsof the equilibrium states.The neessity of a reversibility assumption in the utuation theorem already hints atthe usefulness of onsidering the equations of motion themselves as \parameters" forthe ensembles desribing non equilibrium stationary states: we are used to irreversibleequations in desribing non equilibrium phenomena (like the heat equation, the NavierStokes equation, et) and unless we are able to onnet our experiments with reversibledynamial models we shall be unable to make use of the utuation theorem.Furthermore it is quite lear that one a system is not in equilibrium and thermostat-ting fores at on it, the exat nature of suh fores might be irrelevant within largeequivalene lasses: i.e. it might be irrelevant whih partiular \ooling devie" we useto take heat out of the system. Hene one would like to have a frame into whih to setup a more preise analysis of suh arbitrariness. Therefore we shall setDe�nition 1: A stationary ensemble E for a system of partiles or for a uid is theolletion of SRB distributions, for given equations of motion, obtained by varying theparameters entering into the equations.It an happen that for the same system one an imagine di�erent models. In this asewe would like that the models give the same results, i.e. the same averages to the sameobservables, at least in some relevant limit. Like in the limit of in�nite size in whihthe number N , the volume V and the energy U tend to in�nity but N=V and U=V stayonstant. Or in the limit in whih the Reynolds number R tends to in�nity in the aseof uids.This gives the possibility of giving a preise meaning to the equivalene of di�erentthermostatting mehanisms. We shall delareDe�nition 2, (equivalene of ensembles): Two thermostatting mehanisms are equiv-alent \in the thermodynami limit" if one an establish a one to one orrespondenebetween the elements of the ensembles E and E 0 of SRB distributions assoiated with thetwo models in suh a way that the same observables, in a ertain lass L of observables,have the same averages in orresponding distributions, at least when some of the param-eters of the system are sent to suitable limiting values to whih we assign the generiname of \thermodynami limit".In the following setions we illustrate possible appliations of this onept.x6. Drude{Lorentz' eletri ondution models.Understanding of eletri ondution is in a very unsatisfatory state. It is usuallybased on linear response theory and very seldom a fundamental approah is attempted.Of ourse this is so for a good reason, beause a fundamental approah would requireimposing an eletri �eld E on the system and, at the same time, a thermostatting foreto keep the system from blowing up and to let it approah a steady state with a urrentJE owing in it, and then taking the ratio JE=E (with or without taking also the limit17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 6



as E ! 0).However, as repeatedly mentioned, it is an open problem to study steady states out ofequilibrium. Hene most theories have reourse to linear response where the problem ofstudying stationary non equilibria does not even arise.The reason why this is unsatisfatory is that as long as we are in priniple unable tostudy stationary non equilibria we are also in priniple unable to estimate the size of theapproximation and errors of linear response.In spite of many attempts the old theory of Drude, see [Be59℄, [Se87℄, seems to be amongthe few ondution theories whih try to establish a ondutivity theory based on thestudy of eletri urrent at non zero �elds.We imagine a set of obstales distributed randomly or periodially and among themondution eletrons move, roughly with density of one per obstale.The (sreened) interations between the eletrons are, at a �rst approximation, ignored.The ollisions between eletrons and obstales (\nulei") will take plae in the averageafter the eletrons have traveled a distane � = (�a2)�1 if � is the nulei density and ais their radius.Between ollisions the eletrons, with eletri harge e, aelerate in the diretion of animposed �eld E inrementing, in that diretion, veloity byÆv = eE�mv = eE(�a2)�1mpkBT=m (6:1)6:1 where kB is Boltzmann's onstant. At ollision they are \thermalized": an event that ismodeled by giving them a new veloity of size v =pkBT=m and a random diretion.The latter is the \thermostatting mehanism" whih is a, somewhat rough, desriptionof the energy transfer from eletrons to lattie whih physially orresponds to eletronslosing energy in favor of lattie phonons, whih in turn are kept at onstant temperatureby some other thermostatting mehanism whih prevents the wire melting. All thingsonsidered the total urrent that ows will beJE = e2�a2pmkBT E def= �E (6:2)6:2 obtaining Ohm's law.To the same onlusion we arrive by a di�erent thermostat model. We imagine thatthe eletrons move exhanging energy with lattie phonons but keeping their total energyonstant and equal toN kB T : i.e. 2�1PNj=1m _x 2j = 3NkBT=2, where kB is Boltzmann'sonstant. There are several fores that an ahieve this resultwe selet the \Gaussian minimal onstraint" fore.3 This is the fore that is required tokeep Pm _x 2j stritly onstant and that is determined by \Gauss least e�ort" priniple,see [Ga99℄, h. 9, appendix 4, for instane: as is well known this is, on the i{th partile,a fore �� _x i def= � eE �Pj _x jPj _x 2j _x i � � mE �N J3NkBT _x i (6:3)6:3 If there are N partiles and N is large it follows that J = N�1ePj _x j is essentiallyonstant, see [Ru99b℄, and eah partile evolves, almost independently of the others,aording to an equation:3 Not beause it plays any fundamental role but beause it has been studied by many authors and beauseit represents a mehanism very lose to that proposed by Drude.We reall, for opleteness, that thee�ort of a onstraint reation on a motion on whih the ative fore is f (with 3N omponents) and ais the aeleration of the partiles (with 3N omponents) and m is the mass is E( a ) = ( f �m a )2=m;then Gauss' priniple is that the e�ort is minimal if a is given the atual value of the aeleration, at�xed spae positions and veloities.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 7



m �x i = eE � � _x i (6:4)6:4 between ollisions, with a suitably �xed onstant �. If we imagine that the veloity of thepartiles between ollisions hanges only by a small quantity ompared to the averageveloity the \frition term" whih in the average will be of order E2 will be negligibleexept for the fat that its \only" e�et will be of insuring that the total kineti energystays onstant and the speeds of the partiles are onstantly renormalized. In other wordsthis is the same as having ontinuously ollisions between eletrons and phonons evenwhen there is no ollision between eletrons and obstales. Hene the resulting urrentis the same (if N is large) as in (6.2).x7. Ensemble equivalene: the example of eletri ondution theories.We have derived three models for the ondution problem, namely(1) the lassial model of Drude, [Se87℄, in whih at every ollision the eletron veloityis reset to the average veloity at the given temperature, with a random diretion, .f.r.(6.1) and (6.2).(2) the Gaussian model in whih the total kineti energy is kept onstant by a thermostatfore m �x i = E � mE � J3kBT _x i + \ollisional fores00 (7:1)7:1 where 3NkBT is the total kineti energy (a onstant of motion in this model). The modelhas been widely studied and it was introdued by Hoover and Evans (see for instane[HHP87℄ and [EM90℄).(3) a \frition model" in whih partiles independently experiene a onstant fritionm �x i = E � � _x i + \ollisional fores00 (7:2)7:2 where � is a onstant tuned so that the average kineti energy is eNkBT=2. This modelwas onsidered in the perspetive of the onjetures of ensemble equivalene in [Ga95℄,[Ga96b℄.The �rst model is a \stohasti model" while the seond and third are deterministi: thethird is \irreversible" while the seond is reversible beause the involution I(x i; v i) =(x i;� v i) antiommutes with the time evolution ow St de�ned by the equation (7.1):ISt = S�tI (as the \frition term" is odd under I).Let �Æ;T be the SRB distribution for (7.1) for the stationary state that is reahed startingfrom initial data with energy 3NkBT=2. The olletion of the distributions �Æ;T as thekineti energy T and the density Æ = N=V vary, de�ne a \statistial ensemble" E ofstationary distributions assoiated with the equation (7.1).Likewise we all ~�Æ;� the lass of SRB distributions assoiated with (7.2) whih formsan \ensemble" ~E .We establish a orrespondene between distributions of the ensembles E and ~E : we saythat �Æ;T and ~�Æ0;� are \orresponding elements" ifÆ = Æ0; T = Z 12(Xj m _x 2j ) ~�Æ;�(d x d _x ) (7:3)7:3 Then the following onjeture was proposed in [Ga96b℄.Conjeture 1: (equivalene onjeture) Let F be a \loal observable", i.e. an observ-able depending solely on the mirosopi state of the eletrons whose positions is insidea �xed box V0. Then, if L denotes the loal smooth observables17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 8



limN!1;N=V=Æ ~�Æ;�(F ) = limN!1;N=V=Æ �Æ;T (F ) F 2 L (7:4)7:4 if T and � are related by (7.3).This onjeture has been disussed in [Ga95℄, se. 5, and [Ga96a℄, see se. 2 and 5: andin [Ru99b℄ arguments in favor of it have been developed.Clearly the onjeture is very similar to the equivalene in equilibrium between anonialand miroanonial ensembles: here the frition � plays the role of the anonial inversetemperature and the kineti energy that of the miroanonial energy.It is remarkable that the above equivalene suggests equivalene between a \reversiblestatistial ensemble", i.e. the olletion E of the SRB distributions assoiated with (7.1)and a \irreversible statistial ensemble", i.e. the olletion ~E of SRB distributions asso-iated with (7.2).Furthermore it is natural to onsider also the olletion E 0 of stationary distributionsfor the original stohasti model (1) of Drude, whose elements �0�;T an be parameterizedby the quantities T , temperature (suh that 12Pj m _x 2j = 32NkBT , and N=V = Æ). Thisis an ensemble E 0 whose elements an be put into one to one orrespondene with theelements of, say, the ensemble E assoiated with model (2), i.e. with (7.1): an element�0�;T 2 E 0 orresponds to �Æ;� 2 E if T veri�es (7.3). ThenConjeture 2: If �Æ;T 2 E and �0Æ;� 2 E 0 are orresponding elements (i.e. (7.3) holds)then limN!1;N=V=Æ �Æ;T (F ) = limN!1;N=V=Æ �0Æ;T (F ) F 2 L (7:5)7:5 for all loal observables F 2 L.Hene we see that there an be statistial equivalene between a visous irreversibledissipation model and either a stohasti dissipation model or a reversible dissipationmodel, at least as far as the averages of speial observables are onerned.The argument in [Ru99b℄ in favor of onjeture 1 is that the oeÆient � in (6.3) isessentially the average J of the urrent over the whole box ontaining the system ofpartiles, J = N�1 e Pj _x i: hene J should be onstant with probability 1, at least ifthe stationary SRB distributions an be reasonably supposed to have some property ofergodiity with respet to spae translations.x8. Entropy driven intermitteny in reversible dissipation.A further argument for the equivalene onjetures in the above eletri ondutionmodels an be related to the utuation theorem: the quantity �(x) is also proportionalto the phase spae ontration rate �(x) = (3N � 1)�(x). Therefore, denoting in generalwith a subsript + the SRB average (or the time average) of an observable, the probabilitythat �(x) deviates from its average �+ = (3N � 1)�+ an be studied as follows.If the number N of partiles is large the time sale �0 over whih �(Stx) evolves willbe large ompared to the mirosopi evolution rates, beause �t(x) is the sum of the� 6N rates of expansion and ontration of the � 6N phase spae diretions out of x(sometimes alled the \loal Lyapunov exponents").44 The exat number of exponents depends on how many onstants of motion the system has: for instanein the ase of the ondution model (1) in x6 above the number of exponents is 6N � 1 beause thekineti energy is onserved and the system has no other (obvious) �rst integrals. Furthermore one of suhexponents is 0 sine every dynamial system in ontinuous time has one zero exponent (orrespondingto the diretion _x of the ow).17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 9



Consider a large number m of time intervals I1; I2; : : : ; Im of size �0 and let �j be the(average) value of �(Stx) for t 2 Ij . Then the fration of the j's suh that �j��+ ' �+pwill be proportional to ��0(p) ' e�0�(p) (8:1)8:1 and �(p) < �(1) if p 6= 1. Sine we an expet that�(p) is proportional to N we see thatthe fration of time intervals Ij in whih �j 6= �+ will be exponentially small with N .For instane the fration of time intervals in whih �j ' ��+ will be, by the utuationtheorem e�(3N�1)�+�0 (8:2)8:2 In order that the above argument holds it is essential that N is large to the point thatwe an think that the time sale �0 over whih �(Stx) varies is muh larger than themirosopi sales: so that we an regard �0 large enough for the utuation theorem toapply. In this respet this is not really di�erent from the previously quoted argument in[Ru99b℄. However the hange of perspetive gives further information.In fat we get the following piture: N is large and for most of the time the (stationary)evolution uneventfully proeeds as if �(Stx) � �+ (thus justifying onjeture 1). Veryrarely, however, it proeeds as if �(Stx) 6= �+, for instane with �(Stx) = ��+: suh\bursts of anomalous behavior" our very rarely. But when they our \everything elsegoes the wrong way" beause, as disussed in detail in [Ga99℄, while the phase spaeontration is opposite to what it \should be" (in the average) then it also happens thatall observables evolve following paths that are the time reversal of the expeted paths, Thisis the ontent, see [Ga99℄, of the following theorem whih is quite lose (partiularlyif one examines its derivation) to the Mahlup{Onsager theory of utuation patterns(note that, however, it does not require loseness to equilibrium)Theorem(onditional reversibility theorem): If F is an observable with even (or odd),for simpliity, time reversal parity and if � is large then the evolution or \utuationpattern" '(t) and its time reversal I'(t) � '(�t), t 2 [��0=2; �0=2℄, will be followed withequal likelihood if the �rst is onditioned to an entropy reation rate p and the seond tothe opposite �p.In other words systems with reversible dynamis an be equivalent to systems withirreversible dynamis but they show \intermittent behavior" with intermitteny lapsesthat beome extremely rare very quikly as N ! 1. Sometimes they an be reallydramati, as in the ases in whih � = ��+: alas they are unobservable just for thisreason and one an wonder (see x9 below) whether this is really of any interest.x9. Loal utuations and observable intermitteny.As a �nal omment upon the analysis of the equivalene of ensembles attempted abovewe onsider a very large system with volume V and a small subsystem of volume V0 whihis large but not yet really marosopi so that the number of partiles in V0 is not toolarge, a nobler way to express the same notion is to say that we onsider a \mesoopi"subsystem of our marosopi system.Here it is quite important to speify the system beause we want to make use of as-pets of the equivalene onjetures that are model dependent. Therefore we onsiderthe ondution models (2) or (3) of x5: these are models in whih dissipation ours\homogeneously" throughout the system. In this ase we an imagine to look at the partof the system in the box V0: if j1; : : : ; jN0 are the partiles whih at a ertain instant areinside V0 and _x j = f j(x ) are the equations of motion we an de�ne17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 10



�V0(x) = N0Xi=1 �xjk fjk (x) (9:1)9:1 whih is (by de�nition) the part of phase spae ontration due to the partiles in V0.Sine the part of the system inside the mirosopially large but marosopially smallV0 an be regarded as a new dynamial system whose properties should not be di�erentfrom the ones of the full system enlosed in the full volume V we may expet that thesubsystem inside V0 is in a stationary state and the quantity �V0 has the same utuationproperties as �V , i.e.(1) h�V0i+ = V0 �+; h�V i+ = V �+(2) �V0� (p) = e�(p) � V0 ; �V� (p) = e�(p) � V (9:2)9:2 where �; �+ are the same for V; V0 and p = ��1 R �=2��=2 �V0(Stx)=h�V0i dt or respetivelyp = ��1 R �=2��=2 �V (Stx)=h�V i dt. Here �V0 is naively de�ned as the ontribution to �oming from the partiles in V0.In other words in large stationary systems with homogeneous reversible dissipation phasespae ontrations utuate in an extensive way, i.e. they are regulated by the samedeviation funtion �(p) (volume independent).This is very similar to the well known property of equilibrium density utuations in agas of density �: if V � V0 are a very large volume V in a yet larger ontainer and V0is a small but mirosopially large (i.e. mesosopi) volume V0 then the total numbersof partiles in V and V0 will be N and N0 and the average numbers will be �V and �V0respetively. Then settingp = (N � � V )=�V; or; p = (N0 � � V0)=�V0 (9:3)9:3 the probability that the variable p has a given value will be proportional to�V (p) = e�(p)V ; �V0(p) = e�(p)V0 (9:4)9:4 again with the same funtion �(p).This means that we an observe �(p) by performing utuations experiments in smallboxes, ideally arved out of the large ontainer, where the density utuations are nottoo rare. A \loal utuation law" should hold more generally in ases of models inwhih dissipation ours homogeneously aross the system, like the above onsideredondution models.The intuitive piture for the above \loal utuation relation" inspired (and was sub-stantiated) a mathematial model in whih a loal utuation relation an be proved asa theorem: it has een disussed in [Ga99℄, see also below.Going bak to the ondution model we see that the intermitteny phenomena disussedabove an be atually observed by looking at the utuations of the ontribution to phasespae ontration due to a small subsystem.And suh \entropy driven" intermitteny will be model independent for models whih areequivalent in the sense of the previous setions provided the models used are equivalentand one of them is reversible.An extreme ase is provided by models (1)%(3), x7, for eletri ondution (onjeturedto be equivalent, see x7). In fat at �rst the model (3), the visous thermostat, mightlook uninteresting as, obviously, in this ase�V (x) = 3N�; �V0(x) = 3N0 � (9:5)9:5 17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 11



and �V =V has no utuations.However the equivalene onjeture makes a statement about expetation values of thesame observable: hene we should onsider the quantity �̂V0(x) = E � J V0=Pj _x 2j andwe should expet that its statistis with respet to an element of the ensemble E 0 isthe same as that of the same quantity with respet to the orresponding elements of theensembles E ; ~E . Hene in partiular the funtions �(p) whih ontrol the large utuationsof �V (p) will verify�(�p) = �(p)� ph�̂V0i+=V0 = �(p)� 3�� p = �(p)� eEmJ+kBT p (9:6)9:6 where the �rst equality expresses the validity of a utuation theorem type of relationdue to the fat that the small system, by the equivalene onjeture, should behave as alosed system; the seond equality expresses a onsequene of the equivalene onjeturebetween models (2) and (3) while the third is obtained by expressing the urrent viaDrude's theory (again assuming the onjetures of equivalene 1,2 of x7).x10. Fluids.The haoti hypothesis was originally formulated to understand developed turbulene,[Ru78℄: it is therefore interesting to revisit uid motions theory.The inompressible Navier Stokes equation for a veloity �eld u in a periodi ontainerV of side L an be onsidered as an equation for the evolution in time of its FourieroeÆients u k where the \mode" k has the form 2�L�1 n with n 6= 0 and n an integeromponents vetor.5 Furthermore u k = u� k and k � u k � 0. If p is the pressure �eldand f a simple foring we shall �x the ideas by onsidering f (x ) = f e sin k f � xwhere k f is some pre�xed mode and e is a unit vetor orthogonal to k f .The Navier Stokes equation is then_u + ue � �e u = � � p+ f + ��u (10:1)10:1 and it is onvenient to use dimensionless variables u 0; p0; ' 0; � ; � : so we de�ne them asu (x ; t) =fL2��1 u 0(L�1 x ; L�2�t); � = L�1 x ; � = L�2�tp(x ; t) =fLp0(L�1 x ; L�2�t); R def= f L3 ��2f (x ; t) =f ' 0(L�1 x ) (10:2)10:2 with max j' 0j = 1. The result, dropping the label 0 and alling again x ; t the newvariables � ; � , is that the Navier Stokes equations beome an equation for a divergeneless�eld u de�ned on V = [0; 1℄3, with periodi boundary onditions and equations_u +Rue � �e u = � � p+ ' +�u ; � � u = 0 (10:3)10:3 with max j' j = 1.Equation (10.3) is our model of uid motion, where R plays the role of \foring intensity"and the term �u represents the \thermostatting fore". As R varies the stationarydistributions �R whih desribe the SRB statistis of the motions (10.3) de�ne a set Eof probability distributions whih forms an \ensemble".The mathematial theory of the Navier Stokes equations is far from being understood:however phenomenology establishes quite learly a few key points. The main property5 The value n = 0 is exluded beause, having periodi boundary onditions, it is not restritive tosuppose that the spae average of u vanishes (galilean invariane). The onvention for the Fouriertransform that we use is u ( x ) =P k ei k �x u k .17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 12



is that if (10.3) is written as an equation for the Fourier omponents of u then one anassume that u k � 0 for j k j > K(R), for some �nite K(R).Therefore the equation (10.3) should be thought of as a \trunated equation" in mo-mentum spae by identifying it with the equation obtained by projeting also ue � �e u onthe same funtion spae.Should one develop anxiety about the mathematial aspets of the Navier Stokes equa-tion one should therefore think that an equally good model for a uid is the mentionedtrunation provided K(R) is hose large enough.The idea is that for K(R) = R�, with � larger than a suitable �0 the results of thetheory, i.e. the statistial properties of �R beome �{independent for R large.The simplest evaluation of �0 gives �0 = 9=4 as a onsequene of the so alled K41theory of homogeneous turbulene, see [LL71℄.If (10.3) is a good model for a uid when L is large then it provides us with an \ensemble"E of SRB distributions (on the spae of the veloity �elds omponents u k of dimension� 8�K(R)3=3).6We should expet, following the disussion of the statistial mehanis ases, that therean be other \ensembles" ~E whih are equivalent to E .Here R plays the role of the volume in non equilibrium statistial mehanis, so that R!1 will play the role of the thermodynami limit, a limit in whih the e�etive numberof degrees of freedom, � 4�R3�=3, beomes in�nite. The role of the loal observableswill be plaid by the (smooth) funtions F (u ) of the veloity �elds u whih dependon u only via its Fourier omponents that have mode k with j k j < B for some B:F (u ) = F (fu k gjk j�B).We shall all L the spae of suh observables: examples an be obtained by settingF (u ) = j R ei k �x u (x ) d x j2 or F (u ) = R  (x ) � u (x ) d x where the funtion has onlya �nte number of harmonis,  (x ) = R Pj k j<B ei k �x u (x ) d x , et.As in non equilibrium statistial mehanis we an expet that the equations of motionthemselves beome part of the de�nition of the ensembles. For instane one an imaginede�ning the ensemble ~E of the SRB distributions ~�V for the equations_u +Rue � �e u = � � p+  + �(u )�u (10:4)10:4 alled GNS equations in [Ga97a℄, or \gaussian Navier Stokes" equations, where �(u ) isso de�ned that � = ZV (�e u )2 d x =(2�)3 =Xk k 2 ju k j2 (10:5)10:5 is exatly onstant and equal to �. The equations (10.4) are interpreted as above withthe same momentum ut o� K(R) = R�.An element ~�� of ~E and one �R of E , SRB distributions for the two di�erent dynamis(10.3) and (10.4), \orrespond to eah other" if� = Z �R(d u ) � ZV (�e u )2 d x =(2�)3� def= �R (10:6)10:6 where �R 2 E is the SRB distribution at Reynolds number R for the previous visousNavier Stokes equation, (10.3), and we naturally onjeture6 There are about 4�K(R)3=3 vetors with integer omponents inside a sphere of radius K(R), thus thenumber of omplex Fourier omponents with mode label j k j < K(R) would be 3 times as muh, butthe divergeneless ondition leaves only 2 omplex omponents for u k along the two unit vetorsorthogonal to k and the reality ondition further divides by 2 the number of \free" omponents.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 13



Conjeture 3(equivalene GNS{NS): If R!1 then for all loal observables F 2 L itis �R(F ) = ~��R(F ) if (10.6) holds.It is easy to hek that the GNS model \visosity" �(u ), having to be suh that thequantity � in (10.5) is exatly onstant must be�(u ) = RV �' ��u �R�u � (ue � �e u )� d xRV (�u )2 d x (10:7)10:7 and we see that while (10.3) is an irreversible equation the (10.4) is reversible, with timereversal symmetry given by I u (x ; t) = �u (x ; t) (10:8)10:8 as one an hek.More generally one may wish to leave the \Kolmogorov parameter" � as a free pa-rameter: in this ase the SRB distributions will form an ensemble whose elements anbe parameterized by R; � and the equivalene onjeture an be extended to this aseyielding equivalene between �R;� and ~��;�. This is of interest, partiularly if one hasnumerial experiments in mind.If � > �0 then the value of � should be irrelevant: but if � < �0 the phenomenologywill be di�erent from the one of the Navier Stokes equation and equivalene might stillhold but one annot expet either equation to have the properties that we expet forthe usual Navier Stokes equations (i.e. in this situation one would have to be areful inmaking statements based on ommon experiene).If we take � to be exatly equal to the value �0 = 9=4 (i.e. if we take the ultravioletut{o� to be suh that, aording to the K41 theory, for larger values it is needlessly largeand for lower values it is inorretly low and shows a phenomenology whih will dependon its atual value) then we may speulate that the \attrating set" is the full phasespae (available ompatibly with the onstraint � = �R). Therefore the divergene ofthe equations of motion, whih is given by a rather involved expression in whih only the�rst term seems to dominate at large R, namely�(u ) = ( Xj k j<K(R) k 2) �(u )� � ZV �' ��u d x � � ZV [(�u )2��R�u � (�(ue � �e u ))�R(�ue) � (�u ) � (�e u )�R�u � (��e u )ue++ �(u )�u ��2 u ℄d x � = ZV (�u )2 d x (10:9)10:9 will verify the utuation theorem, i.e. the rate funtion �(p) for the average phase spaeontration p = ��1 R �=2��=2 �(St u )dt=��+ will be suh that �(�p) = �(p)� p�+.If the haoti hypothesis is valid together with the equivalene onjeture the validityof the utuation relation an be taken as a riterion for determining �: it would bethe last � before whih the utuation relation between �(p) and �(�p) holds. Howeverthis onlusion an only be drawn if the attrating set in phase spae is the full ellipsoid� = �R at least for K(R) = R�0 .The latter property might not be realized: and in suh ase the utuation theoremdoes not apply diretly, although the equivalene onjetures still hold. In fat one antry to extend the utuation theorem to over reversible ases in whih the attrating setis smaller than the full phase spae left available by the onstraints. In suh ases under17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 14



suitable geometri assumptions, [BG97℄ and the earlier work [BGG97℄, one an derive arelation like �(�p) = �(p)� p�+ #; 0 � # � 1 (10:10)10:10 where # is a oeÆient that an be related to the Lyapunov spetrum of the system,.f.r. [BG97℄, [Ga97a℄. In fat numerial work to hek the theory proposed in [Ga97a℄ isurrently being performed (private ommuniation by Rondoni and Segre) with not toopromising results whih, optimistially, an be attributed to the fat that the ultravioletut o� is too small due to numerial litmitations: learly there is more work to do here.The preliminary numerial results give, so far, the somewhat surprising linearity in p butwith a slope that, although of the orret order of magnitude, seems to have a value thatdoes not math the theory within the error bounds.Coming bak to the Navier Stokes equation we mention that we may imagine to writeit as (10.3) but with the di�erent onstraintU = ZV u 2 d x = onst (10:11)10:11 rather than (10.5).This ase has been onsidered in [RS99℄ and the multiplier �(u ) is in this ase�(u ) = RV ' � u d xRV u 2 d x ; �(u ) = (3 Xj k j<K(R) j k j2 � 1) �(u ) (10:12)10:12 and we an (almost) repeat the above onsiderations and equivalene onjetures. Thisonstraint is a gaussian onstraint that U is onstant obtained by imposing its onstanyon the Euler evolution via Gauss' priniple with a suitable de�nition of the notion of\onstraint e�ort" (this notion is not unique, see [Ga97a℄ for another de�nition) and wedo not disuss it here to avoid overlapping with x12 below.Thd intuitive motivation for the equivalene onjetures is that for large R the phasespae ontration �(u ) and the oeÆient �(u ) 7 are \global quantities" and dependon the global properties of the system (e.g. �(u ) is the sum of all the loal Lyapunovexponents of the system whose number is O(K(R)3)): they will \therefore" vary overtime more slowly than any time sale of the system and an be onsidered onstant.The argument is not very onvining in the ase of the equations with the onstraint(10.11) beause the �(u ) in (10.12) is proportional to RV ' � u d x whih learly dependsonly on harmonis of u with k small, i.e. it is a \loal observable". Note that this doesnot apply to the GNS equations with the onstrained vortiity �, (10.6) where the \main"ontribution to �(u ), see (10.7), omes from the term proportional to R whih ontainsall harmonis. Therefore the result in [RS99℄ about the equivalene between the GNSequations, (10.4) with the onstraint (10.5), and the equations with onstraint (10.11) isinteresting and puzzling: it might be an artifat of the smallness of the ut o� that onehas to impose in order to have numerially feasible simulations.Finally �+(u )=�+, i.e. essentially �(u )=�+ will utuate taking values sensibly di�er-ent from their average value 1, at very rare intervals of time: but when suh utuationswill ourr one shall see \bursts" of anomalous behavior: i.e. the motion will be \inter-mittent" as in the ase disussed in non equilibrium statistial mehanis.7 Whih in the ase (10.9) are simply proportional and in the ase of (10.4) they are related in a moreinvolved way, see (10.8),(10.9), but whih are still probably proportional to leading order as R!1.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 15



11. Entropy reation rate and entropy driven intermitteny.Of ourse if R is large the number of degrees of freedom is large and intermitteny onthe sale of the uid ontainer will not be observable due to its extreme unlikelyhood(expeted and quantitatively predited by the utuation theorem).Therefore we look also here, in uid motions, for a loal utuation relation. Fluids seempartiularly suitable for verifying suh loal utuations relations beause dissipationours homogeneously, i.e. frition strength is translation invariant.This implies that we an regard a very small volume V0 of the uid as a system in itself(as always done in the derivation of the basi uid equations, e.g. see [Ga97b℄) and wean expet that the phase spae ontration due to suh volume elements is simply �(u ),given by (10.9) or (10.12) (\equivalently" beause of our equivalene onjetures) withthe integrals in the numerator and denominator being extended to the volume V0 ratherthan to the whole box, and expressing (essentially by de�nition) the \loal phase spaeontration" �V0(u ).Then p = ��1 R �=2��=2 �V0(St u )=h�V0i+ will have a rate funtion �(p) whih will verify,under the same assumptions as in (10.10), a large deviation relation as�(�p) = �(p)� ph�V0i+ # (11:1)11:1 for some #: as mentioned the theoretial value of this slope # seems urrently inaessibleto theory (as the theory proposed in [BG67℄, [Ga97a℄ may need substantial modi�ations,.f.r. omment following (10.10)). The h�V0 i and �(p) will be proportional to V0: �(p) =V0 �(p) with a V0{independent �(p). Note that �(p) depends also on R.The small volume element of the uid will therefore be subjet to rather frequent varia-tions: in spite of �(p) being proportional to V0, beause now V0 is not large. The onse-quent intermitteny phenomena an therefore be observed. And as in x9 one the phasespae ontration is intermittent all properties of the system show the same behavior.And in fat intermitteny in observations averaged ove a time span � will appear with atime frequeny of the form eV0 (�(p)��(1)) � : the quantity p an be interpreted as a measureof the \strength of intermitteny" observable in easurements averaged over a time �beause as noted in x9 and in [Ga99b℄ the size of p ontrols the statistial propertiesof \most" other observables. Therefore the funtion �(p) (hene �(p)) might be diretlymeasurable and it should be rather diretly related to the quantities that one atuallyobserves in intermitteny experiments. And the di�erene �(p)� �(�p) an be tested forlinearity in p as predited by the analysis above.Note that in an extended system the volume V is muh larger than V0 and we shallsee \for sure" intermitteny (for observables averaged over a time �) of strength p in aregion of volume V0 somewhere within a volume W suh thatWV0 eV0 (�(p)��(1))� ' 1 (11:2)11:2 At this point it seems relevant to reall that it is rather heatedly being debated whetherthe name of \entropy reation rate" that some authors (inluding the present one) giveto the phase spae ontration rate is justi�ed or not, see [An82℄. The above propertiesnot only propose the physial meaning of the quantity p and bring up the possibilityof measuring its rate funtion �(p) in atual experiments but also provide a furtherjusti�ation of the name given to � as \entropy reation rate" and fuel for the debatethat inevitably the word entropy generates at eah and every ourrene.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 16



x12. Benard onvetion, intermitteny and the Ciliberto{Larohe experi-ment.A very interesting attempt at heking some of the above ideas has been made reentlyby Cilberto and Larohe in an experiment on real uids whih has been performed withthe aim of testing the relation (11.1) loally in a small volume element, [CL98℄. By \real"we mean here non numerial: a distintion that, however, has faded away together withthe XX{th entury but that some still herish: the system is physially marosopi(water in a ontainer of a size of the order of a liter).This being a real experiment one has to streth quite a bit the very primitive theorydeveloped so far in order to interpret it and one has to add to the haoti hypothesisother assumptions that have been disussed in [BG97℄, [Ga97a℄ in order to obtain theutuation relation (10.12) and its loal outerpart (11.1).The experiment attempts at measuring a quantity that is eventually interpreted as thedi�erene �(p)� �(�p), by observing the utuations of the produt #uz where # is thedeviation of the temperature from the average temperature in a small volume element �of water at a �xed position in a Couette ow and uz is the veloity in the z diretion ofthe water in the same volume element.The result of the experiment is in a way quite unexpeted: it is found that the funtion�(p) is rather irregular and laking symmetry around p = 1: nevertheless the funtion�(p)��(�p) seems to be strikingly linear. As disussed in [Ga97a℄, prediting the slope ofthe entropy reation rate would be diÆult but if the equivalene onjeture onsideredabove and disussed more in detail in [Ga97a℄ is orret then we should expet linearityof �(p)� �(�p).In the experiment of [CL98℄ the quantity #uz did not appear to be the divergene ofthe phase spae volume simply beause there was no model proposed for a theory of theexperiment. Nevertheless Ciliberto{Larohe selet the quantity R� #uz d x on the basisof onsiderations on entropy and dissipation so that there is hope that in a model of theow this quantity an be related to the entropy reation rate disussed in x10,x11.Here we propose that a model for the uid, that an be reasonably used, is Rayleigh'smodel of onvetion, [Lo63℄, [LL71℄ and [Ga97b℄ se. 5. An attempt for a theory of theexperiment ould be the following.One supposes that the equations of motion of the system in the whole ontainer (oflinear size of the order of 30 m) are written for the quantities t; x; z; #; u in terms of theheight H of the ontainer (assumed to be a horizontal in�nite layer), of the temperaturedi�erene between top and bottom ÆT and in terms of the phenomenologial \fritiononstants" �; � of visosity, dynamial thermal ondutivity and of the thermodynamidilatation oeÆient �. We suppose that the uid is 3{dimensional but strati�ed, sothat veloity and temperature �elds do not depend on the oordinate y, and gravity isdireted along the z{axis: g = g e ; e = (0; 0;�1). The temperature deviation # isde�ned as the di�erene betwen the temperature T (x; y; z) and the temperature that theuid would have at height z in absene of onvetion, i.e. T0�z ÆT=H if T0 is the bottomtemperature.In suh onditions the equations, inluding the boundary onditions (of �xed temper-ature at top and bottom and zero normal veloity at top and bottom), the onvetionequations in the Rayleigh model, see [Lo63℄ eq. (17), (18) where they are alled theSaltzman equations, and [Ga97b℄ x1.5, beome� � u = 0; Z uxd x = Z uyd x = 0_u + ue � �e u = ��u � �# g � � p0; (12:1)12:1 _#+ ue � �e# = ��#+ ÆTH uz #(0) = 0 = #(H); uz(0) = 0 = uz(H);17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 17



The funtion p0 is related to the pressure p: within the approximations it is p = p0 ��0gz+ p0. We shall impose for simpliity horizontal periodi boundary onditions in x; yso that the uid an be onsidered in a �nite ontainer V of side a for some a > 0 pre�xed(whih in theoriginal variable would orrespond to a ontainer of horizntal size aH).It is useful to de�ne the following adimensional quantities� = t�H�2; � = xH�1; � = yH�1; � = zH�1;#0 = �#� ÆT ; u 0 = (pgH� ÆT )�1 uR2 = gH3� ÆT�2 ; RPr = �� (12:2)12:2 and one heks that the Rayleigh equations take the form_u +Rue � �e u = �u �R#e � � p;_#+Rue � �e # = R�1Pr�#+Ruz;� � u = 0uz(0) = uz(1) = 0; #(0) = #(1) = 0;ZV uxd x = ZV uyd x = 0 (12:3)12:3
where we again all t; x; y; z; u ; # the adimensional oordinates �; �; �; �; u 0; #0 in (12.2).The numbers R;RPr are respetively alled the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers of theproblem: RPr =� 6:7 for water while R is a parameter that we an adjust, to someextent, from 0 up to a rather large value.Aording to the priniple of equivalene stated in [Ga97a℄ here one ould impose theonstraints ZV � u 2 + 1RPr #2 � d x = C (12:4)12:4 on the \fritionless equations" (i.e. the ones without the terms with the laplaians) anddetermine the neessary fores via Gauss' priniple of minimal e�ort, see footnote 3and [Ga96a℄, [Ga97a℄. We use as e�ort funtional of an aeleration �eld a and of atemperature variation �eld s the quantityE( a ; s) def= �( a + � p� f ); (��)�1( a + � p� f )�+ (12:5)12:5 + �(s� '); (��)�1(s� ')� withf def= �R#e ; ' def= Ruzand require it to be minimal over the variations Æ (x ) of a = dudt and �(x ) of s = d#dtwith the onstraints that for all x it is � � Æ = 0, besides those due to the boundaryonditions. The result is� � u = 0_u +Rue � �e u = R# e � � p0 + � th_#+Rue � �e# = Ruz + �th#(0) = 0 = #(H); ZV uxd x = ZV uyd x = 0 (12:6)12:6 17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 18



where the fritionless equations are modi�ed by the thermostats fores � th; �th: thelatter impose the nonholonomi onstraint in (12.4) with the e�ort funtional de�ned by(12.5). Looking only at the bulk terms we see that the equations obtained by imposingthe on1straints via Gauss' priniple beome the (12.3) with oeÆients in front of theLaplae operators equal to �G; �GR�1Pr , respetively, with the \gaussian multiplier" �Gbeing an odd funtions of u , see [Ga97a℄: setting ~CV (u ; #) = RV �(�e u )2+R�1Pr( � #)2�d xone �nds �G = ~CV (u ; #)�1R(1 +R�1Pr) ZV uz# d x (12:7)12:7 And the equations beome, �nally� � u = 0_u +Rue � �e u = R# e � � p0 + �G�u_#+Rue � �e# = Ruz + �G 1RPr �##(0) = 0 = #(H); Z uxd x = Z uyd x = 0 (12:8)12:8 If one wants the equivalene between the ensembles of SRB distributions for the equation(12.8) and for (12.3) one has to tune, [Ga97a℄, the value of the onstant C in (12.4) sothat the time average value h�Gi+ of �G is preisely the physial one: namely h�Gi = 1by (12.3). This is (again) the same, in spirit, as �xing the temperature in the anonialensemble so that it agrees with the miroanonial temperature thus implying that thetwo ensembles give the same averages to the loal observables.The equations (12.8) are time reversible (unlike the (12.3)) under the time reversal map:(u ; #) = (�u ; #) (12:9)12:9 and they should be supposed, by the arguments in [Ga97a℄ and x10,11: \equivalent" tothe irreversible ones (12.3),The (12.8) should therefore have a \divergene" �(u ; #) whose utuation funtion �(p)veri�es a linear utuation relation, i.e. �(p) � �(�p) should be linear in p. Note thatthe divergene of the above equations is proportional to �G if one supposes that thehigh momenta modes with j k j > K(R) = R� with � suitable an be set equal to 0 sothat the equation (12.8) beomes a system of �nite di�erential equations for the Fourieromponents of u ; #.For instane the Lorenz' equations, [Lo63℄ see also x17 of [Ga97b℄, redued the number ofFourier omponents neessary to desribe (12.3) to just three omponents, thus turningit into a system of three di�erential equations.Proeeding in this way the divergene of the equations of motion an be omputed as asum of two integrals one of whih proportional to �G in (12.7). If instead of integratingover the whole sample we integrate over a small region �, like in the experiment of[CL98℄, we an expet to see a utuation relation for the entropy reation rate if theutuation theorem holds loally, i.e. for the entropy reation in a small region.As for the ases in x11 this is ertainly not implied by the proof in [GC95℄: howeverwhen the dissipation is homogeneous through the system, as it is the ase in the Rayleighmodel there is hope that the utuation relation holds loally beause \a small subsystemshould be equivalent to a large one". As noted in x9 the atual possibility of a loalutuation theorem in systems with homogeneous dissipation has been shown in [Ga99℄,after having been found through numerial simulations in [GP99℄, and this example wasrelevant beause it gave us some justi�ation to imagine that it might apply to the presentsituation as well.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 19



The entropy reation is due to the term R R� uz# d x = ~C�(u ; #), where � is the regionwhere the measurements of [CL98℄ are performed, hene we have a proposal for theexplanation of the remarkable experimental result. Unfortunately in the experiment[CL98℄ the ontributions not expliitly proportional to R to the entropy reation rateshave not been measured nor has been the Ĉ in (12.7) whih also utuates (or mightutuate). In any event they might be measurable by improving the same apparatus, sothat one an hek whether the above attempt to an explanation of the experiment isorret, or try to �nd out more about the theory in ase it is not right. If orret theabove \theory" the experiment in [CL98℄ would be quite important for the status of thehaoti hypothesis.x13. Conlusions.The haoti hypothesis promises a point of view on non equilibrium that has proved sofar of some interest. Here we have exposed the basi ideas and attempted at drawingsome onsequenes: admittedly the most interesting rely on rather phenomenologial andheuristi grounds. They are summarized below.(1) The de�nition of nonequilibrium ensembles with the proposal that out of equilibriumalso the equation of motion should be onsidered as part of the de�nition of ensemble.This is take into aount that while in equilibrium the system is uniquely de�ned byits mirosopi fores and onstituents in non equilibrium it is not so. Systems must beput in ontat with thermostats if we want them to beome stationary after a transienttime. And (for large systems) there may be several equivalent ways of taking heat outof a system, i.e. several thermostats, without a�eting the properties of stationary statethat is eventually reahed by the system itself.(2) Equivalene of ensembles has the most striking aspet that systems whih evolve withequations that are very di�erent may exhibit the same statistial properties. In partiularreversible evolutions might be equivalent to non reversible ones, thus making it possibleto apply results that require reversibility, in partiular the utuation relations, to asesin whih it is not valid.(3) An interpretation of the quantity p that intervenes in the utuation theorems interms of an intermitteny phenomenon and as a further quantitative measure of it.(4) The possibility of applying the theory to strongly turbulent motions was the origin ofthe Ruelle's priniple that evolved into the haoti hypothesis: therefore not surprisinglythe ideas an be applied to uid dynamis. We have disussed a possible approah. Theapproah leads again to a proposal for the theory of ertain intermitteny phenomenawhih appear quantitatively related to entropy reation utuations.(5) The possibility of measurement of the rate �(p) leads to a a possible predition of thespatial frequeny of internittent events of strength p or, as I prefer, with entropy reationrate p (see (4) above, (11.2) and x12). This seems testable in onrete experiments (bothreal and numerial).(6) We have used the results in (2)%(8) to hint at an interpretation of the experimentby Ciliberto and Larohe on Benard onvetion in water.Although the theory is still at its beginning and it migh turn out to be not really ofinterest it seems that at this moment it is worth trying to test it both in its safest, .f.r.x2%x8, and in its most daring, .f.r. x9%x12, preditions.Aknowledgements: I am greatly indebted to Professor R. Newton for giving me theopportunity to ollet the above thoughts whih, olleted together, go far beyond what Ioriginally planned after he proposed to me to write this review. Work partially supportedby Rutgers University and by MPI through grant # ??????????.17=gennaio=2000; 16:22 20
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